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Abstract 
We examine the time-varying effect of stock market volatility due to infectious diseases on industrial 
sectors in the US from 2012 to 2021 in three sub-periods: the whole sample till COVID-19, during 
COVID-19 period before and after the Pfizer and Biontech vaccine announcement, respectively. 
We extend the current literature by exploring the diverse impact of infectious disease equity market 
volatility index (EMV-ID) on market index and various industrial sectors and decomposing industrial 
volatility into good and bad volatility to quantify how good and bad components vary in response 
to the transmission of shocks due to infectious diseases. The results show that the transmission of 
volatile shocks from the stock market strongly enhances the bad components of industrial volatility 
before the outbreak of COVID-19 but the good component of industrial volatility during COVID-19 
before the Pfizer and Biontech vaccine announcement. The positive transmission of volatile shocks 
from EMV-ID towards the industrial volatility strengthens and gains momentum as the industrial 
volatility transits from bearish (lower quantiles) towards the bullish (higher quantiles) conditions 
irrespective of the period considered. We conclude that the relationship between infectious 
disease equity market volatility and industrial volatility depends on the good and bad volatile 
components and their respective conditions at different quantiles. 
 
 
 Keywords: Infectious disease equity market volatility, good volatility, bad volatility, S&P 500, 
vaccine announcement  
 

 

1. Introduction  

The global spread of the coronavirus (COVID-19) and accompanying containment measures 
enhanced uncertainties in the global economy and international financial markets at an 
unprecedented level. With the expanding impact of the pandemic, a growing number of studies 
have investigated the influence of the pandemic on stock markets. Towards this end, numerous 
studies have established that the pandemic has caused extreme volatility in the stock markets of 
affected countries (Topcu and Gulal, 2020; Acharya et al., 2021; Al-Awadhi et al., 2020; Baek et al., 
2020; Engelhardt et al., 2021; Kapar et al., 2021; Kucher et al., 2021; Rouatbi et al., 2021). These 
pandemic-induced equity market disturbances are found to be more severe than previous 
outbreaks of infectious diseases such as SARS, MERS, Swine flu and Ebola virus (Baker et al., 2020; 
O’Donnell et al., 2021, Bai et al., 2021). Similarly, compared to the global financial crisis (GFC) in 2008, 
the evidence suggests that COVID-19 has more intensified impact across countries and stock market 
sectors (Choi, 2020; Shehzad et al., 2020). 
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Although global stock markets are adversely affected by the pandemic, the impact is found to be 
asymmetric across sectors (Mazur et al., 2021; Kapar et al., 2022; Gräb et al., 2021; He et al., 2020; 
Bradley and Stumpner, 2021). For instance, Gräb et al. (2021) show that stock market sectors that hit 
the hardest by the pandemic gained more in response to positive vaccine-related announcements. 
Bradley and Stumpner (2021) estimate that the spread between the best and worst-performing 
sectors widened from 27 percentage points to 80 percentage points within the year of the outbreak 
of the COVID-19 pandemic. Some industries, such as airline, travel, banking, insurance, and energy 
witnessed considerable losses, whereas industries like airfreight, household appliances, computers 
and electronics benefited from the pandemic. 

Understanding how different pandemic-induced shocks impact industrial sectors is crucial for 
investors and businesses to make optimal investment and hedging decisions. This requires an in-
depth analysis at the industrial level, which is presently lacking in literature. We fill this gap in the 
literature and investigate the effect of equity market volatility due to infectious diseases on industrial 
volatility (IV hereafter). This study, therefore, broadens our understanding of the diverse impact of 
infectious diseases on industrial sectors in the US. 

To better capture the impact of infectious diseases on industrial sectors, we use the newly developed 
Infectious Disease Equity Market Volatility Index (EMV-ID hereafter) constructed by Baker et al. (2020), 
which tracks US equity market volatility caused by infectious diseases. EMV-ID has been widely 
employed in recent empirical studies to explore the impact of equity market volatility due to 
infectious diseases on numerous factors, such as commodity returns (Long and Guo, 2022), stock 
market returns (Ozkan et al., 2022; Gohar et al., 2022), Islamic stocks (Salisu and Sikiru, 2020), energy 
market (Salisu and Adediran, 2020), sports economy (Guo et al., 2022), public sentiment (Meng et 
al., 2021), corporate activities (Suleman and Yaghoubi, 2022) and others. 

We contribute to the literature by employing this newly developed EMV-ID index to examine its 
heterogeneous effect on the volatility of ten industrial sectors in the US (i.e., consumer services, 
financials, health care, industrials, materials, oil and gas, real estate, technology, 
telecommunication, and utilities) and general market index. Further, we extend the literature by 
exploring the impact of infectious diseases on various industrial sectors as well as market index and 
decomposing industrial volatility into good and bad volatility to quantify how good and bad 
components vary in response to the transmission of shocks due to infectious diseases. Our motivation 
to study the good and bad volatility of spillovers among stock sectors is due to the evidence 
suggesting that volatility in financial markets is highly sensitive to good and bad returns. Moreover, 
this helps to identify whether a specific sector is more prone to infectious disease volatility that will 
be useful for investors, portfolio managers and regulators. Finally, to better understand the 
interrelationship between EMV-ID and IV, we examine the association at different quantiles using 
quantile regression. 

Hence, the aim of this study is to examine the time-varying effect of stock market volatility due to 
infectious diseases on industrial sectors in the US from 2012 to 2021 in three sub-periods: the whole 
sample till COVID-19, during COVID-19 period before and after the Pfizer and Biontech vaccine 
announcement, respectively. We find that the transmission of volatile shocks from the stock market 
more strongly enhances the bad components of industrial volatility before the outbreak of COVID-
19 but the good component of industrial volatility during COVID-19 before the vaccine 
announcement. The positive transmission of volatile shocks from the EMV-ID towards the industrial 
volatility is stronger when the industrial volatility transits from bearish (lower quantiles) towards the 
bullish (higher quantiles) conditions irrespective of the period considered. Overall, we conclude that 
the relationship between EMV-ID and IV depends on the good and bad volatile components and 
their respective conditions at different quantiles. 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the data, Section 3 the methodology, 
and Section 4 the findings. Finally, a conclusion is provided in Section 6. 

 
2. Data 

This paper examines the time-varying effects of infectious disease equity market volatility on S&P 500 
general market and sectoral indices volatility. Daily Infectious Disease Equity Market Volatility Tracker 
(EMV-ID) is constructed by Baker et al. (2019) to quantify the effect of infectious diseases on U.S. stock 
market volatility. They first specify terms in four sets: E: (economic, economy, financial), M: (stock 
market, equity, equities, Standard & Poor’s), V: (volatility, volatile, uncertain, uncertainty, risk, risky) 
and ID: (epidemic, pandemic, virus, flu, disease, coronavirus, MERS, Sars, Ebola, H5N1, H1N1). 
Second, they count the daily number of newspaper articles containing at least one term in each 
category, E, M, V and I.D., representing the raw EMV-ID counts. Third, they scale the raw EMV-ID 
counts by the number of articles on the same day. Finally, they multiplicatively rescale these series 
to match the mean value of the VIX since 1985. We utilize high-frequency stock prices data (one 
second) of the overall USA market index and ten sectoral indices (Consumer Services, Financials, 
Health Care, Industrials, Materials, Oil and Gas, REIT, Technology, Telecommunication and Utilities) to 
construct volatility series from the Wharton Research Data Services (WRDS) from 21 September 2012 
to 31 December 2021. 

We apply the Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test to check the equality of the median between good and bad 
volatility of general market index and sectoral indices and report the findings in Table 7 in Section 4. 
The full sample findings indicate statistical differences in the median values in all series except Oil 
and Gas and Utilities. This strengthens our argument to separate the volatility into two components: 
good and bad volatility. 

Figure 1 presents the graph of the EMV-ID index, the return series of different industries and different 
types of volatilities. During our sample period, five public health emergencies of international 
concern (PHEIC) are declared by World Health Organization (BBC, 2019; Wilder-Smith and Osman, 
2020; WHO, 2016; WHO, 2019; WHO, 2020; WHO, 2022), Ebola (West African outbreak 2013–2015, 
outbreak in Democratic Republic of Congo 2018–2020), poliomyelitis (2014 to present), Zika (2016) 
and COVID-19 (2020 to present). EMV-ID index increases during these diseases, but the most 
significant effect is observed during the COVID-19 breakout in 2020 as presented in Figure 1.a. Figure 
1.b. presents the return series of different industries. All indices experience high fluctuations during 
COVID-19 period, oil and gas industry experiencing the highest fluctuation. Figures 1.c, 1.d. and 1.e 
present the sectoral indices’ volatility, good and bad volatility, respectively. Volatility increased 
during the 2011-2012 sovereign crisis, the oil price crash in 2016 and the breakout of COVID-19 in 
2020. 
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Figure 1:  

Note: This figure reports infectious disease equity market volatility tracker index (a), daily return series (b)and three types of 
S&P 500 industrial volatility series: daily volatility (c), daily good volatility (d), daily bad volatility(e). 
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Table 1 below presents the descriptive statistics of the sectoral indices’ volatility, good volatility and 
bad volatility for the period from 21 September 2012 to 17 January 2020 until the outbreak of COVID-
19. The technology index has the highest average volatility measure, followed by the oil and gas and 
telecommunication indices. The telecommunication industry has the highest standard deviation in 
all three measures. All volatility measures have positively skewed with high kurtosis, indicating fat tails 
in the distributions. 

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of volatility measures for the whole sample before COVID-19 
outbreak. 

 

Note: This table reports descriptive statistics of the variables. Data is obtained from Wharton Research Data Services (WRDS) 
for the period from 21 September 2012 to 17 January 2020. Critical values for Dickey Fuller Unit Root Test is -3.430, -2.860 and -
2.570 for 1%, 5% and 10% significance level, respectively   

We examine COVID-19 period in two subgroups. Kapar et al. (2022) explore how the US sectoral and 
sub-sectoral indices reacted to the news of a successful development of vaccine by Pfizer and 
Biontech on 9 November 2020. They find out that there are considerable inter and intra sectoral 
variations in the impact of the vaccine news. Due to different impact of vaccine announcement on 
sectoral indices, we split the COVID-19 period into two sub-periods by taking 9 November 2020 as 
the break point: Before Vaccine and After Vaccine announcement during COVID-19 period. 
Although Moderna announced the first COVID-19 vaccination on 23rd January 2020, we consider 
Pfizer and BioNTech vaccine announcement as the breakpoint since this vaccine candidate is the 
first one that succeeded the first interim analysis from the Phase 3 study to fight against COVID-19. 
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In Section 4, Table 5 presents the descriptive statistics of the different volatility measures during the 
COVID-19 period before the Pfizer and Biontech vaccine announcement for the period from 20 
January 2020 to 6 November 2020 and Table 6 presents the descriptive statistics of volatility measures 
during the COVID-19 period after the vaccine announcement for the period from 9 November 2020 
to 31 December 2021. As expected, all volatility measures increased with the outbreak of COVID-19 
period but significantly decreased after the vaccine announcement. The oil and gas industry index 
has the highest volatility, followed by technology indices before and after the Pfizer and Biontech 
vaccine announcement during COVID-19. The Augmented Dickey-Fuller unit root tests support the 
rejection of the existence of a unit root at the 1% significance level, implying that all of the volatility 
series and EMV-ID series are stationary. 

 

3. Methodology  

In this study, we investigate the relationship between infectious disease equity market volatility 
tracker and S&P 500 market index and sectoral indices different volatility measures. Initially, we 
calculate the realized variance, good and bad volatility following Bollerslev et al. (2019), and then 
we estimate the quantile regression to understand the relation between infectious disease equity 
market volatility tracker and different volatility measures. 

Let 𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇denote the natural logarithmic price of an arbitrary asset on day T. The price is assumed to follow 
the generic jump diffusion process, 

𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇 = � 𝜇𝜇𝜏𝜏 

𝑇𝑇

0
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 +  � 𝜎𝜎𝜏𝜏𝑑𝑑𝑊𝑊𝜏𝜏 + 𝐽𝐽𝑇𝑇

𝑇𝑇

0
 

     (1) 

where τ and σ denote the drift and diffusive volatility processes, respectively. W is a standard 
Brownian motion, J is a pure jump process, and the unit time interval corresponds to a trading day. 
We will assume that high-frequency intraday prices p_t,p_(t+1/N),…,p_(t+1) are observed at n+1 
equally spaced times over the trading day [t,t+1]. We calculate the natural logarithmic discrete-time 
return over the ith time-interval on day t+1 as below: 

 

𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡+𝑖𝑖/𝑛𝑛 = 𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡+𝑖𝑖/𝑛𝑛 − 𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡+(𝑖𝑖−1)/𝑛𝑛 

    (2) 

The daily realized variance (RV) is then simply defined by the summation of these within-day high-
frequency squared returns, 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡 = �𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡−1+𝑖𝑖/𝑛𝑛2
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

 

    (3) 

As documented by Andersen et al.(2011) and Andersen et al. (2003), the realized variance 
converges (for n →∞) to the quadratic variation comprised of the separate components due to “
continuous” and “jump” price increments, 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡 = � 𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠2𝒹𝒹𝒹𝒹 +  � 𝐽𝐽𝜏𝜏2
𝑡𝑡−1≤𝜏𝜏≤𝑡𝑡

𝑡𝑡

𝑡𝑡−1
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    (4) 

thus, affording increasingly more accurate ex post measures of the true latent total daily price 
variation for ever finer sampled intraday returns.  

The realized variance measure in equation (3) does not differentiate between “good” and “bad” 
volatility. We decompose the total realized variation into separate components associated with the 
positive and negative high-frequency returns, 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡+ = �𝑟𝑟
𝑡𝑡−1+ 𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛 

2
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

𝟏𝟏
[𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡−

1𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛>0]

 

 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡− = �𝑟𝑟
𝑡𝑡−1+ 𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛 

2
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

𝟏𝟏
[𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡−

1𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛<0]

 

    (5) 

The good and bad volatility measures obviously add up to the total daily realized variation, 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡 =
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡+ + 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡− 

As a second step, we estimate quantile regression between volatility measures and infectious 
disease equity market volatility tracker. In the context of financial time series, according to Koenker 
and Xiao (2006) quantile regression is an ideal technique as it is robust to conditional 
heteroskedasticity, skewness and leptokurtosis. Therefore, we use this technique to estimate different 
quantile autoregressive models for each of our volatility series separately: 

𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡(𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡|𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡) =  𝛼𝛼𝜏𝜏 + 𝛽𝛽𝜏𝜏 𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡 

    (6) 

where 𝛼𝛼 ∈ (0,1),𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡  is the any volatility series and 𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡 is the infectious disease equity market volatility 
tracker. The estimates of 𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡  and 𝛽𝛽𝑡𝑡   in Equation 7 are defined as the solutions to:  
 

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝛼𝛼𝜏𝜏,𝛽𝛽𝜏𝜏 �𝜌𝜌𝜏𝜏(𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡 − 𝛼𝛼𝜏𝜏 − 𝛽𝛽𝜏𝜏𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡)
𝑇𝑇

𝑡𝑡=1

 

    (7) 

where 𝜌𝜌𝜏𝜏  (𝓏𝓏) is the check function given by 𝜌𝜌𝜏𝜏  (𝓏𝓏) = 𝓏𝓏(𝑑𝑑 − 𝟏𝟏|𝔃𝔃≤𝟎𝟎|) , where 𝟏𝟏|𝔃𝔃≤𝟎𝟎| is the indicator function 
taking only two values: 1 if 𝓏𝓏 ≤ 0 and 0 otherwise. As explained in Koenker and Hallock (2001), the 
function 𝜌𝜌𝜏𝜏  (𝓏𝓏)  imposes different weights on positive and negative residuals depending on the value 
of 𝑑𝑑; when 𝑑𝑑 = 0.5, his is the median estimator. We estimate the interrelationship between volatility 
series and infectious disease volatility tracker at different quantiles (0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 
0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 0.95). Thus, it provides a broader picture in helping us examine the relation. 
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4. Empirical Results 

This study analyses the relationship between industrial uncertainty and US equity market volatility 
caused by infectious disease in the US from 2012 to 2021 in three sub-periods: the whole sample till 
COVID-19, during COVID-19 period before and after the Pfizer and Biontech vaccine 
announcement, respectively.  

In Table 2, we analyse the transmission of volatility shocks from the US infectious equity market 
volatility index (EMV-ID) towards industrial volatility (IV) at different quantiles to see the differences in 
bearish and bullish conditions.  

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of volatility measures during COVID-19 period before the Pfizer 
and Biontech vaccine announcement. 

 
Note: This table reports descriptive statistics of the variables during COVID-19 Period before the Pfizer and Biontech 
Vaccine Announcement. Data is obtained from Wharton Research Data Services (WRDS) for the period from 20 Jan 
2020 to 6 November 2020. Critical values for Dickey Fuller Unit Root Test is -3.430, -2.860 and -2.570 for 1%, 5% and 10% 
significance level, respectively. 
 

For example, according to the findings of total volatility, during bearish (τ = 0.05) IV conditions, the 
EMV-ID volatility causes a more appreciative impact on the IV of financials, oil and gas and telecom. 
This means that when the IV falls below the normalized region, EMV-ID puts upward pressure on the 
IV and may provide investment incentives for risk-taking long- term investors. However, at bullish (τ = 
0.95) IV conditions, only industrials, oil and gas and technology react significantly to EMV-ID. 

During the whole sample until COVID-19, EMV-ID significantly affects almost all good volatility 
measures irrespective of industry and quantile. However, the effect is only pronounced at high 
quantiles of bad volatility in some industries such as consumer services, financials, healthcare, 
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industrials, materials, technology, telecom, and utilities. However, when the effect of magnitude is 
compared, the effect on bad volatilities is at a greater magnitude than on good volatilities. This 
means that bad volatility is much more sensitive to economic uncertainty shocks than good volatility. 
This could be explained with investor’s behaviour. When uncertainty increases in the markets, 
investors tend to reduce their long positions in financial assets, decreasing prices and enhancing 
bad volatility (Lyu et al., 2021). Further bullish shifts in sentiment lead to downward revisions in the 
volatility of returns and are associated with higher future excess returns, which signifies the investor’s 
attitude in explaining the formation of volatility (Lee et al., 2002). 

Apparently, the significant impact of EMV-ID on the oil and gas industry’s total, good and bad 
volatility is observed at all quantiles before the COVID-19. Interestingly, bad volatility of oil and gas 
industry is the only industry that reacts EMV-ID at all quantiles significantly compared to other 
industries. This indicates that oil and gas industry is the most sensitive industry to equity market volatility 
associated with infectious disease. Similarly, Bouri et al. (2020) also examines the predictive power of 
EMV-ID index for oil-market volatility and document that incorporating EMV-ID into a forecasting 
setting significantly improves the forecast accuracy of oil realized volatility at short-, medium-, and 
long-run horizons. 

Overall, we have also observed that before the COVID-19 period, the relationship between EMV-ID 
and IV depends not only on the industrial volatility conditions but also on the good and bad volatile 
components and their respective conditions at lower (τ = 0.05, 0.10) and higher quantiles (τ = 0.90, 
0.95). As presented in Figure 1.b., during the COVID-19 and before the vaccine announcement, 
uncertainty was very high in the financial markets and EMV-ID reached its highest level. Moreover, 
as presented in Table 2, the volatility of each industry increased significantly with the outbreak of 
COVID-19 as also documented by Baker et al. (2020) and Baek et al. (2020). However, once the 
shock has been absorbed, the total volatility exhibits a significant fall with the quick recovery of 
financial markets as also claimed by Basuony et al. (2021). 

As seen in Table 3, the vaccine announcement mitigated the volatility in financial markets (Nguyen 
To et al., 2023).  
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Table 3: Descriptive statistics of volatility measures during COVID-19 period after the Pfizer 
and Biontech vaccine announcement. 

 

Note: This table reports descriptive statistics of the variables during COVID-19 Period after the Pfizer and Biontech Vaccine 
Announcement. Data is obtained from Wharton Research Data Services (WRDS) for the period from 9 November 2020 to 31 
December 2021. Critical values for Dickey Fuller Unit Root Test is -3.430, -2.860 and -2.570 for 1%, 5% and 10% significance 
level, respectively. 

Grab et al. (2021) and Kapar et al. (2022) analyse the effect of vaccine announcements on the stock 
return of different industries. They suggest that the stock market sectors hit hardest by the pandemic 
benefited the most from positive vaccine news. When we analyse the effect of vaccine 
announcement on the volatility in Table 6, except bearish conditions of consumer services, financials, 
health care, industrials, real estate and utilities and bullish conditions of financials, health care, 
materials, real estate, all other industrial volatilities are affected from EMV-ID. In terms of the 
magnitude, the impact of EMV-ID on good or bad volatility depends on the industry. In financials, 
health care and materials, the impact is more pronounced on good components. In contrast, in 
consumer services, industrials, real estate, telecom and utilities, the impact is more noticeable in bad 
components. The findings of the Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test in Table 7 also indicate that there are no 
statistical differences between good and bad volatility of consumer services, oil and gas, telecom 
and utilities industries on the reaction for EMV-ID at the median level. 

Table 4 presents the results for the entire sample until the COVID-19 outbreak. 
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Table 4: The Relation between industry volatilities and infectious disease equity market 
volatility index for the whole sample before COVID-19 outbreak. 

 

Note: This table reports the estimates by regressing industrial total, good and bad volatility on infectious disease equity 
market volatility index (EMV-ID) using a quantile regression model at different quantiles (0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 
0.80, 0.90, 0.95) during the sample period from 21 September 2012 to 17 January 2020. *, **, *** represents significancy at the 
10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively. 

 

Tables 5 and 6 present the results for the COVID-19 period before and after the Pfizer and Biontech 
vaccine announcement, respectively. The first part of Tables 4, 5 and 6 demonstrates how the US 
equity market volatility index (EMVI) affects the overall industrial volatility (IV) at different quantiles.  

According to Table 5, during this period, the appreciative impact of EMV-ID is significant for all 
industries, irrespective of the quantile condition and volatility measures.  
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Table 5: The Relation between industry volatilities and infectious disease equity market 
volatility index during the COVID-19 period before Pfizer and Biontech vaccine 
announcement. 

 

Note: This table reports the estimates by regressing industrial total, good and bad volatility on infectious disease equity market 
volatility index (EMV-ID) using a quantile regression model at different quantiles (0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 
0.90, 0.95) during the sample period from 20 January 2020 to 6 November December 2020 to see the relation during COVID-19 
period before the Pfizer and Biontech vaccine announcement. *, **, *** represents significancy at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, 
respectively. 

Table 6: The Relation between industry volatilities and infectious disease equity market 
volatility index during the COVID-19 period after the Pfizer and Biontech vaccine 
announcement. 
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Note: This table reports the estimates by regressing industrial total, good and bad volatility on infectious disease equity market 
volatility index (EMV-ID) using a quantile regression model at different quantiles (0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 
0.95) during the sample period from 9 November December 2020 to 31 December 2021 to see the relation during COVID-19 
period after the Pfizer and Biontech vaccine announcement. *, **, *** represents significancy at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, 
respectively. 

As the findings of the Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test suggest in Table 7, there are statistical differences in 
the median values of good and bad volatility in all indices except the Oil and Gas and Utilities 
sectors. Due to this statistical difference, we demonstrate the results by decomposing volatility into 
good and bad components in the second and third parts of Tables 4, 5 and 6. 

Table 7: Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test 

 

Note: Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test is applied to check the equality of the medians of the two samples (good volatility versus bad 
volatility). 

Hence, we empirically verify that economic uncertainty shocks can significantly and persistently 
increase industrial volatility during COVID-19 until the vaccine announcement. Bad volatility is 
associated with declines in prices, and good volatility is associated with increases in prices. After the 
outbreak of COVID-19, economic uncertainty shocks initially caused an increase in bad volatility due 
to significant price decreases with the outbreak of COVID-19. However, once the shock has been 
absorbed, the stock market recovers with big price jumps and good volatility increases, as presented 
in Figure 1.f. The findings of the Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test in Table 7 also support this inference. During 
the COVID-19 period before the vaccine announcement, there is no statistical difference between 
good and bad volatility in their reaction to a change in the EMV-ID index. As price decreases with 
the shocks followed by a recovery, we observe that both good and bad volatility of industry indices 
are affected by infectious disease economic uncertainty. Hence, during COVID-19 period, all 
volatility measures are affected from uncertainty irrespective of the quantile condition. 

To conclude, according to Tables 2, 3 and 4, it is evident that the positive transmission of volatile 
shocks from the EMV-ID towards the IV strengthens and gains momentum as the IV volatility transits 
from bearish (lower quantiles) towards the bullish (higher quantiles) condition irrespective of the 
period considered. Interestingly, during the COVID-19 period before the vaccine announcement 
and bearish IV conditions, the appreciative impact of EMV-ID is more significant for all industries 
compared with the other periods. This is supported by Kundu and Paul (2022), who examine the 
effect of economic policy uncertainty on stock market volatility for the seven countries in differential 
market conditions such as bull and bear markets. The estimation results suggest that the impact of 
EPU is significant in the bear market. Finally, the magnitudes of the effect of EMV-ID uncertainty on 
industrial volatility across the three subsample periods are significantly different from each other, 
indicating that the effects of economic uncertainty shocks on industrial volatilities vary significantly 
under different macroeconomic conditions as documented by Lyu et al. (2021) for the oil market. 
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5. Robustness Analysis 

To investigate the sensitivity of our findings, we also estimate the quantile regression with 
bootstrapped standard errors (Tables 8, 9 and 10) and robust standard errors (Tables 11, 12 and 13) 
as a robustness check. Our results are robust to different estimation types and indicate a similar 
relation between U.S. industrial volatility resulting from infectious disease and different industrial 
volatility measures. 

Table 8: The Relation between industry volatilities and infectious disease equity market 
volatility index for the whole sample before COVID-19 outbreak. 

 

Note: This table reports the estimates by regressing industrial total, good and bad volatility on infectious disease equity market 
volatility index (EMV-ID) using a quantile regression model at different quantiles (0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 
0.90, 0.95) with bootstrapped standard errors during the sample period from 21 September 2012 to 17 January 2020. *, **, *** 
represents significancy at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively. 
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Table 9: The Relation between industry volatilities and infectious disease equity market 
volatility index during the COVID-19 period before the Pfizer and Biontech vaccine 
announcement. 

 

Note: This table reports the estimates by regressing industrial total, good and bad volatility on infectious disease equity market 
volatility index (EMV-ID) using a quantile regression model at different quantiles (0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 
0.90, 0.95) with bootstrapped standard errors during the sample period from 20 January 2020 to 6 November December 2020 
to see the relation during COVID-19 period before the Pfizer and Biontech vaccine announcement. *, **, *** represents 
significancy at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively. 

Table 10: The Relation between industry volatilities and infectious disease equity market 
volatility index during the COVID-19 period after the Pfizer and Biontech vaccine 
announcement. 
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Note: This table reports the estimates by regressing industrial total, good and bad volatility on infectious disease equity market 
volatility index (EMV-ID) using a quantile regression model at different quantiles (0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 
0.90, 0.95) with bootstrapped standard errors during the sample period from 9 November December 2020 to 31 December 
2021 to see the relation during COVID-19 period after the Pfizer and Biontech vaccine announcement. *, **, *** represents 
significancy at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively. 

Table 11: The Relation between industry volatilities and infectious disease equity market 
volatility index for the whole sample before COVID-19 outbreak. 

 

 

Note: This table reports the estimates by regressing industrial total, good and bad volatility on infectious disease equity market 
volatility index (EMV-ID) using a quantile regression model at different quantiles (0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 
0.90, 0.95) during the sample period from 21 September 2012 to 17 January 2020. *, **, *** represents significancy at the 10%, 
5% and 1% levels, respectively. 
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Table 12: The Relation between industry volatilities and infectious disease equity market 
volatility index during the COVID-19 period before the Pfizer and Biontech vaccine 
announcement. 

 

Note: This table reports the estimates by regressing industrial total, good and bad volatility on infectious disease equity market 
volatility index (EMV-ID) using a quantile regression model at different quantiles (0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 
0.90, 0.95) during the sample period from 20 January 2020 to 6 November December 2020 to see the relation during COVID-19 
period before the Pfizer and Biontech vaccine announcement. *, **, *** represents significancy at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, 
respectively. 

Table 13: The Relation between industry volatilities and infectious disease equity market 
volatility index during the COVID-19 period after the Pfizer and Biontech vaccine 
announcement. 
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Note: This table reports the estimates by regressing industrial total, good and bad volatility on infectious disease equity market 
volatility index (EMV-ID) using a quantile regression model at different quantiles (0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 
0.90, 0.95) during the sample period from 9 November December 2020 to 31 December 2021 to see the relation during COVID-
19 period after the Pfizer and Biontech vaccine announcement. *, **, *** represents significancy at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, 
respectively. 

 

6. Conclusion 

The current study delves deeper into understanding the asymmetric impact of infectious diseases on 
industrial sectors in the US. Employing the Infectious Disease Equity Market Volatility Index (EMV- ID) 
constructed by Baker et al. (2020), we investigate the effect of equity market volatility due to 
infectious disease on industrial volatility from 2012 to 2021. We use ten industrial sector indices (i.e., 
consumer services, financials, health care, industrials, materials, oil and gas, real estate, technology, 
telecommunication, and utilities) and decompose industry volatility into good and bad components 
to examine how these components vary in response to equity market volatility index at different 
quantiles in sub-periods before COVID-19, during COVID-19 before and after the Pfizer and Biontech 
vaccine announcement. 

The results show that the transmission of volatile shocks from the stock market strongly enhances the 
bad components of industrial volatility before the outbreak of COVID-19 and both components of 
industrial volatility during COVID-19 before the vaccine announcement. The positive transmission of 
volatile shocks from the EMV-ID towards industrial volatility enhances as industrial volatility transits 
from bearish to bullish conditions, irrespective of the period considered. We conclude that the 
relationship between infectious disease equity market volatility and industrial volatility depends on 
the good and bad volatile components and their respective conditions at different quantiles during 
different time frames. 

Our findings have several important implications for investors, risk managers and regulators. Firstly, 
our paper suggests that the EMV-ID uncertainty shocks on good and bad volatility depend on the 
sector and the distribution. Investors and risk managers should consider the infectious economic 
uncertainty index as a risk factor and incorporate the EMV-ID index into a forecasting setting of the 
realized volatility of industries, especially in forecasting the realized volatility of the oil and gas 
industry. EMV-ID index should also guide investors in constructing a market timing strategy. Regulators 
can implement prudent policies to reduce economic uncertainty and prevent the volatility spillover 
between sectors, thereby maintaining the stability of all financial systems and the economy. As a 
future work, we believe the same analysis should be applied to stock markets of other regions to 
reveal the effect of uncertainty on the stock market volatility. 
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